WATCHMAN WARNING!
(The Big Picture of What Is Now Happening.)
“Urgently” prepare your family and church to become
maximally mature in Christ-likeness for eternity and for
“very soon” going through the endtimes Tribulation.
Signs now loudly signal it can come “any time.”
“America cannot be turned around.”

Matthew 6:33; 1 John 2:6;
2 Chronicles 16:9
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Biblical Worldview Ministries.com
June 28, 2011

“SUMMARY”
WATCHMAN WARNING MESSAGE
(Because of the times, this document “is must reading” by all church and family heads. )
Obeying God, as one of His watchmen, this document is written to bring an urgent most
important and big picture endtimes Bible message and warning to the Church that I
love and serve. Because of the times, this document “is must reading” by all church
leaders and family heads. Be alerted and warned. Urgent action is needed to be greatly
obedient before God and prepared for “going through” the most terrible very soon
coming endtimes Calamity and Tribulation. God is using these to terminate history and
as a means to bring divine discipline on the American churches for their great falling
away. Presented doctrines show “without ambiguity (conclusively),” the Church will go
through the endtimes Tribulation to be raptured afterwards at Christ’s Second Coming.
“The Pre-Tribulation Rapture is not taught in Scripture.” 3 “Urgently” make needed

1. MY BACKGROUND: I am a satellite system engineer with an advanced degree and a long term Bible
teacher. I have taught Christian Life Relationship Principles over the years. With this system engineering
approach, God has led me to study and specialize in Bible Prophecy, God’s Plan for History, and Christian Life
Relationship Principles in detail over the years and integrate their teachings. I have shared the Gospel with
many people over the years using my booklet: God is Reaching Out to You. With this Bible and my system
engineering training, under God’s leading, I have put together today’s big picture, integrating the various
aspects, taking many-many inputs from others. I have my own web site now. I have many documents on my
web site: biblicalworldviewministries.com presenting the needed (most know) doctrines (teachings
with Scriptural derivation) for living the Christian life, God’s Plan, and how the endtimes unfold. My
books and documents are available free. My objective is that we all have a maximum walk with God.
2. CONTACT US: drawgal@aol.com (place 77 with your description in the e-mail subject); 408-376-0368.
3. RAPTURE TIMING: See the doctrines in Appendix Three and in our referenced documents that

“unambiguously show” the Rapture timing is post-tribulational. You may want to read this
appendix now. The Bible teaches there is a tribulation, the great one, in Revelation 7 and that the
“persons” of the beast and false prophet will be cast into the Lake of Fire at Christ’s Second Coming.
Thus, there will be an endtimes Tribulation that God uses to terminate history. These many doctrines
show conclusively that the Pre-tribulation Rapture view “is not” taught in the Bible. In our view, it is
wrongly founded on assertions, not on Bible doctrine. One must not expect to be raptured before the Tribulation
begins for the Rapture can only take place after all the people who are to live, have lived, and have made
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changes now to become an example church before God in great obedience gaining His
best and to be prepared for these endtimes. Churches not enduring sound doctrine
generally may (do) not realize their falling away. How they are (can be) falling away is
presented later. Church and family leaders should be watching the trends for where
things are going and why, and what will (can) be happening to them by the soon-coming
events. They should make preparations now (“before”) for what is coming. They,
urgently, should particularly examine what they are doing spiritually in obedience to
God and make needed changes including additions to maximumly become and gain
God’s best, needed now, but especially in eternity. Signs loudly signal the endtimes
CAN come in the next few months to few years. Only God knows the timing. 4  5

DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT
PART ONE: CONCEPTS: Our document presents topics in sequence as follows for the main
discussion: (1) Key Background; (2) Must Know Key Aspects; (3) What is Now Happening; (4)
What We Must Urgently Do Now; (5) Summary of Today’s Big Picture; (6) The Spiritual Warfare;
(7) How the Endtimes Might (Can) Unfold; and (8) Summary, The Bottom Line.
PART TWO: MUST KNOW (GREATLY NEEDED) DETAIL BACKGROUND: These topics under
CONCEPTS are followed by a series of key “must-read” APPENDICES presenting must-know
detailed information and background that is needed to understand the big picture of what is
happening, what will happen, and what we must now do as churches and families. These
appendices actually constitute the main report. They are: (1) Appendix One: The Overview of
Revelation’s Endtimes Sequence: How the Endtimes Will Unfold in a Pattern Sequence (this is
a “must read” Appendix to know the overlay for what is coming); (2) Appendix Two:
Warning Signs that Signal the Coming of the Endtimes Tribulation is Imminent; (3) Appendix
Three: Many Doctrines Taken Together Teach Unambiguously a Post Tribulation Rapture (It also
presents doctrines that show the Pre Tribulation Rapture is not taught in the Bible); (4) Appendix
Four: Minimum Necessary Principles We must Live Out to Become and to Live Maximumly Mature
in Christ-likeness; (5) Appendix Five: We Can Better Understand How We Are to Live as God
Requires When See That All of Life Is Lived as a Triunity, Patterned after the Triunity of God; (6)
Appendix Six: Our Doctrinal Statement of Biblical Beliefs; and (7) Appendix Seven: Need-toRead References on My Web Site.

3(...continued)
formal and binding decisions in life or by death to accept or deny the Gospel. There is only one Rapture in the
Bible, not two (one before and one after the Tribulation) that would be required for a Pre-Tribulation Rapture.
See our book: Watchman Warning, particularly chapters 4 ans 5, and the many documents on our web site for
detailed Scriptural development of Bible Prophecy. (The Rapture is the name given by Bible interpreters to the
event when Christ takes all believers from the earth to meet Him in the clouds (in the air) at His Second
Coming.)
4. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS: Appendix Seven lists my many web site documents from which
information was taken to help prepare this document. They should be read next.
5. REDUNDANCY: Please overlook redundancy. It was hard to keep out because of the interrelated aspects
that share the same principles. Many of the same aspects were needed for explanation and greater
understanding in the different topics, and categories. The redundancy can be used for reenforcement.
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